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Create Web Charts with jqPlotApress, 2014

	Create Web Charts with jqPlotshows how to convert your data into eye-catching, innovative, animated, and highly interactive browser-based charts. This book is suitable for developers of all experience levels and needs: for those who love fast and effective solutions, you can use the jqPlot library to generate charts with amazing...
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Mastering jQuery MobilePackt Publishing, 2015

	Design and develop cutting-edge mobile web applications using jQuery Mobile to work across a number of platforms


	About This Book

	
		Create spectacular mobile applications using jQuery Mobile to its fullest potential
	
		Build a complete and customizable professional, standard theme using...
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concrete5 Beginner's Guide - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	concrete5 is a superb content management system and this book will show you how to get going with it. From basic installation through to advanced techniques of customization, it's the perfect primer for web developers.


	Overview

	
		Create your own theme to customize the look of your site.
	...
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ASP.NET Core Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2017

	Quickly find solutions to common web development problems. Content is presented in the popular problem-solution format. Look up the problem that you want to solve. Read the solution. Apply the solution directly in your own code. Problem solved!





	ASP.NET Core Recipes is a practical guide for developers creating modern...
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A Common-Sense Guide to Data Structures and Algorithms: Level Up Your Core Programming SkillsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2017

	
		Algorithms and data structures are much more than abstract concepts. Mastering them enables you to write code that runs faster and more efficiently, which is particularly important for today’s web and mobile apps. This book takes a practical approach to data structures and algorithms, with techniques and real-world scenarios...
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Hands-On Data Structures and Algorithms with JavaScript: Write efficient code that is highly performant, scalable, and easily testable using JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Increase your productivity by implementing complex data structures and algorithms using JavaScript

	
		Key Features

		
			A step by step guide, which will provide you with a thorough discussion on the analysis and design of fundamental JavaScript data structures
	
			Get a better...
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Hands-On TypeScript for C# and .NET Core Developers: Transition from C# to TypeScript 3.1 and build applications with ASP.NET Core 2Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover how TypeScript allows you to build modern client-rich applications, thanks to its object-oriented capabilities and third-party tools like Angular and Web APIs

	
		Key Features

		
			Make a seamless transition to using TypeScript 3.1 in your development stack
	
			Work with...
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HTML and JavaScript BASICSCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	This BASICS series text, updated to include the latest information on JavaScript and HTML, provides an easy-to-follow, step-by-step introduction to all aspects of HTML and JavaScript programming. Topics covered in the book include HTML organization techniques, HTML power techniques, using images with JavaScript, and using forms with...
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Getting Started with D3O'Reilly, 2012

	
		Learn how to create beautiful, interactive, browser-based data visualizations with the D3 JavaScript library. This hands-on book shows you how to use a combination of JavaScript and SVG to build everything from simple bar charts to complex infographics. You’ll learn how to use basic D3 tools by building visualizations based on...
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Mining eBay Web Services: Building Applications with the eBay APISybex, 2004
Improved Speed, Accuracy, and Convenience—Yours for the     Taking
     
     eBay is continuously improving the features it offers buyers     and sellers. Now, the biggest improvements are ones you can build for     yourself.
     
     Mining eBay Web Services teaches you to create custom...
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Dreamweaver CS5 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Everything Web designers need to build sites with Dreamweaver


	Dreamweaver is the leading Web site creation tool, with 90 percent of the market share. The nine minibooks that make up this guide cover getting started with Dreamweaver CS5, creating and publishing great sites, making pages dynamic, building Web applications, and...
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Smashing HTML5 (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Welcome to HTML5 - the future of the Web


	HTML5 is packed with great new features, including new content-specific elements, audio and video playback, canvas for drawing, and many others. But where to begin? With Smashing HTML5, you have everything you need to get up and running quickly.


	Bill Sanders...
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